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GRO¨BNER BASES OF TORIC IDEALS ASSOCIATED WITH
MATROIDS
KEN-ICHI HAYASE, TAKAYUKI HIBI, KOYO KATSUNO AND KAZUKI SHIBATA
Abstract. In 1980, White conjectured that the toric ideal of a matroid is gen-
erated by quadratic binomials corresponding to a symmetric exchange. In this
paper, we compute Gro¨bner bases of toric ideals associated with matroids and
show that, for every matroid on ground sets of size at most seven except for two
matroids, Gro¨bner bases of toric ideals consist of quadratic binomials correspond-
ing to a symmetric exchange.
Introduction
A matroid M is a pair (E,B), where E is a finite set and B is a non-empty
collection of subsets of E, which satisfies the following axiom known as the symmetric
exchange property.
• For any B and B
′
in B, for any α ∈ B \B
′
, there exists β ∈ B
′
\B such that
both (B ∪ {β}) \ {α} and (B
′
∪ {α}) \ {β} are also members of B.
If M is the matroid (E,B), then M is called a matroid on E. The member of
B is called a basis of M and E is called a ground set of M . All the members of
B have the same cardinality. This cardinality is said to be the rank of M and is
denoted as r(M). We write B(M) for B and E(M) for E. For a matroid M , let
SM = K[xB | B ∈ B(M)] and K[T ] = K[ti | i ∈ E(M)] be two polynomial rings
over a field K. We consider the ring homomorphism piM : SM → K[T ] defined by
xB 7→
∏
l∈B tl. The toric ideal IM of M is the kernel of piM and the image of piM
is called the basis monomial ring of M , and it was introduced by White [16]. It is
known that IM is generated by homogeneous binomials and reduced Gro¨bner bases
of IM consist of homogeneous binomials (see [15]). White showed that the basis
monomial ring is normal for any matroid [16] and presented the following conjectre.
Conjecture 0.1 ([17]). For any matroid M , IM is generated by the binomials
xBixBj − xBkxBl such that the pair of bases Bk, Bl can be obtained from the pair of
bases Bi, Bj by a symmetric exchange.
Conjecture 0.1 is true for graphic matroids [1], matroids with r(M) ≤ 3 [7], sparse
paving matroids [4] and strongly base orderable matroids [8]. In the present paper,
the following stronger conjecture will be studied:
Conjecture 0.2. For any matroid M , IM has a Gro¨bner basis consisting of the
binomials xBixBj − xBkxBl such that the pair of bases Bk, Bl can be obtained from
the pair of bases Bi, Bj by a symmetric exchange.
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Conjecture 0.2 is true for uniform matroids Ur,d [15], matroids with r(M) ≤ 2
[2, 10], base-sortable matroids [2] and lattice path matroids [13].
In this paper, we compute a Gro¨bner basis of IM and show that Conjecture 0.2
is true for every matroid M with |E(M)| ≤ 7 except for two matroids.
1. Operations on matroids
In this section, we show that Conjecture 0.2 is true for every matroid M with
|E(M)| ≤ 6.
Let M be a matroid. Then the dual of M , denoted as M∗, is a matroid on E(M)
whose collection of bases is {E(M) \B | B ∈ B(M)}.
Proposition 1.1 ([2, 16]). The class of matroids such that Conjecture 0.2 is true
is closed under the duality.
By Proposition 1.1, it follows that Conjecture 0.2 is true for every matroid M
with |E(M)| ≤ 5 and, in order to prove that Conjecture 0.2 is true, we may assume
that 3 ≤ r(M) ≤ ⌊ |E(M)|
2
⌋.
For two matroids M1 and M2 with E(M1)∩E(M2) = ∅, a matroid whose ground
set is E(M1) ∪ E(M2) and whose collection of bases is {B ∪ D | B ∈ B(M1), D ∈
B(M2)} is called the direct sum of M1 and M2 and is denoted as M1 ⊕M2. Let M1
and M2 be matroids with E(M1) ∩ E(M2) = {p} and assume that neither M1 nor
M2 has p as a loop or a coloop, where, for a matroid M , an element p ∈ E(M) is
called a loop (resp. a coloop) of M if, for any B ∈ B(M), p /∈ B (resp. p ∈ B).
Then the 2-sum M1 ⊕2 M2 of M1 and M2 is a matroid on (E(M1) ∪ E(M2)) \ {p}
whose collection of bases is
{(B ∪D) \ {p} | B ∈ B(M1), D ∈ B(M2), B ∩D = ∅, p ∈ B ∪D}.
A matroid M is said to be 3-connected if it can be written as neither a direct sum
of two non-empty matroids nor a 2-sum of two matroids on ground sets of size at
least three [12].
Proposition 1.2 ([2, 14]). Let M1 and M2 be matroids. If toric ideals IM1 and IM2
of two matroids M1 and M2 have a quadratic Gro¨bner basis, then so do IM1⊕M2 and
IM1⊕2M2.
By Proposition 1.1 and 1.2, we have
Proposition 1.3. Conjecture 0.2 is true for every matroid M with |E(M)| = 6.
Proof. Let M be a matroid on E(M) = {1, . . . , 6}. By Proposition 1.1, we may
assume that r(M) = 3. Since r(M) = 3, any quadratic binomial in IM corresponds
to a symmetric exchange [7]. Moreover if M is not 3-connected, then M can be
written as either M = M1 ⊕M2 or M = M1 ⊕2 M2 for some two matroids M1 and
M2. Hence, by Proposition 1.2, it is enough to prove that the toric ideal IM of every
3-connected matroid M has a quadratic Gro¨bner basis. By [12, Corollary 12.2.19],
M is one of P6, Q6,W
3,M(K4) and U3,6. Toric ideals IW3 and IU3,6 have a quadratic
Gro¨bner basis since W3 and U3,6 are base-sortable [2, 15], and the toric ideal IM(K4)
has a quadratic Gro¨bner basis with respect to the lexicographic order on SM(K4) [3].
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On the other hand, by [3], the toric ideal IU3,6 has a quadratic Gro¨bner basis with
respect to the lexicographic order on SU3,6 induced by the ordering
x123 > x156 > x345 > x246 > x236 > x126 > x346 > x136 > x234 > x256
> x125 > x134 > x146 > x235 > x135 > x456 > x145 > x356 > x124 > x245.
Here we write xijk for xB if B = {i, j, k}. Collections B(P6) and B(Q6) are
B(P6) = P3(6) \ {{1, 2, 3}}, B(Q6) = P3(6) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 5, 6}},
where Pr(n) denote the collection of all r-element subsets of {1, . . . , n}. By elimi-
nating x123 (resp. x123 and x156), we obtain a quadratic Gro¨bner basis for IP6 (resp.
IQ6) (see [6, Theorem 1.4.1]). 
2. Gro¨bner bases of Toric ideals of matroids on ground sets of size
seven
In this section, for every 3-connected matroid M of r(M) = 3 with |E(M)| = 7,
we compute a Gro¨bner basis of IM . For a matroid M , let
JM =
〈
xB −
∏
l∈B
tl | B ∈ B(M)
〉
be the ideal in S˜M = K[xB, ti | B ∈ B(M), i ∈ E(M)]. Then the toric ideal IM
is equal to the intersection of JM and SM [6, Lemma 1.5.11]. Therefore if GM is a
Gro¨bner basis for JM with respect to the lexicographic order on S˜M induced by the
ordering ti > xB for any i ∈ E(M) and B ∈ B(M), then GM ∩ SM is a Gro¨bner
basis for IM . On the other hand, there are 108 matroids of rank 3 on ground sets
of size seven [9] and all collections of bases are given at
http://www-imai.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~ymatsu/matroid/index.html.
By using software package MACAULAY2 [11], we can check that the number of all 3-
connected matroids is 18 (Table 1). Hence, in order to prove that Conjecture 0.2 is
true for every matroid M with |E(M)| = 7, it is enough to prove that toric ideals of
these 18 3-connected matroids have a quadratic Gro¨bner basis. First, IM1 has a qua-
dratic Gro¨bner basis since M1 is the uniform matroid. For i ∈ {2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 15},
let <i be the lexicographic order on S˜Mi induced by the following ordering:
<2: t1 > · · · > t7 > x456 > x124 > x134 > x234 > x127 > x256 > x245 > x246 >
x247 > x567 > x137 > x356 > x126 > x146 > x156 > x136 > x125 > x145 >
x135 > x147 > x167 > x257 > x367 > x457 > x235 > x236 > x157 > x237 >
x345 > x467 > x357 > x267 > x347 > x346,
<4: t1 > · · · > t7 > x267 > x246 > x247 > x467 > x157 > x457 > x245 > x136 >
x345 > x137 > x126 > x456 > x147 > x135 > x347 > x357 > x257 > x127 >
x167 > x346 > x236 > x367 > x234 > x356 > x567 > x256 > x156 > x146 >
x235 > x237 > x124 > x125 > x134,
<6: t1 > · · · > t7 > x236 > x126 > x245 > x136 > x457 > x257 > x156 > x125 >
x127 > x345 > x146 > x267 > x456 > x124 > x357 > x347 > x356 > x247 >
x147 > x157 > x467 > x235 > x237 > x246 > x367 > x567 > x346 > x256 >
x137 > x134 > x234 > x135
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Matroid A collection of bases of Mi
M1(= U3,7) P3(7)
M2 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}}
M3 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}}
M4 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}}
M5 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 6, 7}}
M6 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}, {1, 6, 7}}
M7 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 4, 6}}
M8 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 4, 6}, {3, 5, 7}}
M9 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 4, 6}, {3, 4, 7}}
M10(= P7) P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 4, 6}, {3, 4, 7}, {5, 6, 7}}
M11 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 4, 6}, {3, 5, 6}}
M12 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 4, 6}, {3, 5, 6}, {3, 4, 7}}
M13(= F
−
7 ) P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 4, 6}, {3, 5, 6}, {3, 4, 7}, {2, 5, 7}}
M14(= F7) P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 4, 6}, {3, 5, 6}, {3, 4, 7}, {2, 5, 7}, {1, 6, 7}}
M15 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}}
M16 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, {1, 5, 6}}
M17 P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, {1, 5, 6}, {2, 5, 7}}
M18(= O7) P3(7) \ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, {1, 5, 6}, {2, 5, 7}, {3, 6, 7}}
Table 1. A list of all 3-connected matroids of rank 3 on {1, . . . , 7}
<7: t1 > · · · > t7 > x357 > x356 > x247 > x267 > x467 > x567 > x256 > x134 >
x156 > x137 > x234 > x456 > x367 > x135 > x167 > x157 > x257 > x237 >
x347 > x146 > x124 > x147 > x126 > x457 > x245 > x345 > x346 > x125 >
x127 > x236 > x235 > x136,
<9: t1 > · · · > t7 > x567 > x127 > x237 > x137 > x235 > x367 > x234 > x247 >
x357 > x356 > x256 > x124 > x134 > x135 > x147 > x257 > x456 > x146 >
x267 > x126 > x346 > x467 > x167 > x125 > x245 > x136 > x457 > x236 >
x156 > x345 > x157,
<11: t1 > · · · > t7 > x347 > x257 > x127 > x237 > x137 > x367 > x247 > x234 >
x357 > x567 > x256 > x124 > x147 > x157 > x134 > x235 > x456 > x146 >
x236 > x126 > x467 > x346 > x136 > x125 > x245 > x167 > x345 > x267 >
x156 > x457 > x135,
<15: t1 > · · · > t7 > x156 > x257 > x367 > x146 > x137 > x167 > x126 > x136 >
x246 > x236 > x247 > x245 > x135 > x456 > x357 > x237 > x457 > x145 >
x267 > x256 > x345 > x125 > x157 > x346 > x347 > x127 > x235 > x356 >
x567 > x467 > x147.
With the help of MACAULAY2, for a Gro¨bner basis GMi of JMi with respect to <i, we
can check that GMi∩SMi is a Gro¨bner basis of IMi consisting of quadratic binomials.
Moreover, by eliminating some largest variables, we obtain quadratic Gro¨bner bases
of IMj for j ∈ {3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18}. Therefore, by using above results, we
have
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Theorem 2.1. Conjecture 0.2 is true for every matroid M with |E(M)| = 7 except
for M14 and M
∗
14.
If we can prove that IM14 has a quadratic Gro¨bner basis, it follows that Conjecture
0.2 is true for every matroid M with |E(M)| = 7.
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